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Woody and Buzz, Mike and Sulley, Russell and Dug--the
gang's all here, plus more! This treasury contains twelve
adventure-filled stories that can be read aloud in about
five minutes and stars favorite Disney*Pixar characters
new and classic. It's the perfect choice before bed, on
the go, or any moment!
Join in the festivities of the season as Mike and Sully
race to light the big Christmas tree, Alice finds the Red
Queen 's present, Peter Pan brings Christmas to Never
Land, and more! With 12 stories featuring your favorite
Disney and Disney Pixar characters, each meant to be
read aloud in five minutes, this padded storybook with
beautiful illustrations is the perfect fit for bedtime, story
time, or anytime!
Read along with Disney! Follow along with word-for-word
narration and join your favorite Disney and Pixar girls as
they embark on new adventures. Investigate a toy case
with Officer McDimples, play hide-and-seek with Moana,
enjoy a day out with Helen Parr, and much more! Each
story in this collection is ideal for reading aloud in just
five minutes—a perfect fit for bedtime, story time, or any
time!
The This is line of Marvel's World of Reading early
readers is designed to offer reluctant readers books they
will want to read by featuring the origin stories of
characters they love. Learn how Peter Parker puts his
powers to good use and becomes the friendly
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neighborhood Spider-Man—a super hero. This is Black
Panther This is Miles Morales This is Captain Marvel
This is Black Widow This is Thor This is Doctor Strange
This is Falcon This is Shang-Chi For readers ready for
even more action and adventure, check out these Marvel
collections: Marvel Storybook Collection 5-Minute Marvel
Stories The Avengers Storybook Collection 5-Minute
Spider-Man Stories Spider-Man Storybook Collection
Marvel Heroes, unite! Join your favorite Marvel Super
Heroes as they come together for epic adventures and
battles to keep the galaxy the safe! Captain Marvel and
Gamora face down their worst fears, Spider-Man bests a
pesky foe, the Guardians of the Galaxy capture a
slippery space dragon, and many more action-packed,
fun-filled stories! This collection brings the power of the
expanding Marvel Universe to life!
Blast off into hyperspace with an all-new collection of five
action-packed retellings from Star Wars: The Force
Awakens and Star Wars: The Last Jedi! Each of these
exciting stories can be read in just five minutes--perfect
for galactic adventures at lightspeed!
International Bestseller! Soon to be a major motion
picture starring Gal Gadot! “Inventive, bold and
surprising . . . Builds in suspense and emotion, revealing
itself page by page, layer by layer. Cleverly constructed
and highly entertaining.” — CHARLES YU
Recommended by Popsugar • Bustle • Goodreads • Tor
• Mashable • BookBub • io9 Gizmodo • Lambda Literary
• BookRiot • CrimeReads • The Nerd Daily • and many
more! For fans of The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue and
Life After Life, a poignant genre-bending debut novel
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about a man and woman who must discover why they
continue to meet in different versions of their lives—a
thrilling and imaginative exploration of the infinite forms
of love and how our choices can change everything.
Thora and Santi have met before. Two strangers in a
foreign city, Thora and Santi meet in a chance
encounter. At once, they recognize in each other a
kindred spirit—someone who is longing for more in life
than the cards they’ve been dealt. Before their
friendship can blossom, though, a tragic accident cuts
their story short. They will meet again. But this is only
one of the many connections they share. Like satellites
trapped in orbit around each other, Thora and Santi will
find each other again: as husband and wife; teacher and
student; caretaker and patient; cynic and believer. In
recurring lifetimes they become friends, partners, lovers,
and enemies. Only they can make sure it’s not for the
last time. As strange patterns and blurred memories
compound, Thora and Santi come to a shocking
revelation. They must work together to discover the true
reason behind their repeating realities . . . before their
many lives come to one, final end.
Read along with Marvel! Discover how Marvel's most
popular characters became the Super Heroes they are
today! Featuring Black Panther, Captain Marvel, Iron
Man, Captain America, and Hulk, this World of Reading
Level 1 reader bind up includes five origin adventure
stories!
Marvel Super Heroes are quite busy saving the day—from
battling crooks and robbers to evil alien invaders, mutants,
and super villains! Each of these twelve stories is the perfect
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length for reading aloud in about five minutes, making them
perfect for jam-packed days. This treasury stars all your
favorite Marvel Super Heroes—including Spider-Man and Iron
Man—and features action-packed, full-page and spot
illustrations. Now the Super Heroes's adventures are the way
to go before bedtime, on the go, or any moment!
Welcome to New York. Here, burning figures roam the
streets, men in brightly colored costumes scale the glass and
concrete walls, and creatures from space threaten to devour
our world. This is the Marvel Universe, where the ordinary
and fantastic interact daily. This is the world of MARVELS.
Collecting Marvels (1994) #0-4.
Join Anna and Elsa as they discover a mysterious mountain
monster, have a royal sleepover, babysit the trolls, and more!
With 12 Frozen stories that can each be read in 5 minutes,
this padded storybook is the perfect fit for bedtime, storytime,
or anytime!
4 stories in 1! Get ready for four spook-tacular adventures
featuring your favorite Disney and Disney • Pixar characters!
Maleficent returns and casts a spell on the kingdom;
Rapunzel and Pascal create spooky traditions in Rapunzel’s
tower; Mike and Sulley search for the culprit behind
mysterious events at the Monstropolis parade; and Wreck-ItRalph and Vanellope meet a marshmallow ghost. Each of
these stories is an ideal length for reading aloud in about five
minutes—perfect for bedtime, storytime, or anytime!
Join Lightning McQueen as he races with the international
Neon Racers, trains at Doc Hudson's racing academy, and
more! With 12 racing stories featuring your favorite Disney
*Pixar Cars characters, each meant to be read aloud in five
minutes, this padded storybook with beautiful illustrations is
the perfect fit for bedtime, story time, or anytime!
Read along with Disney! Join everyone's favorite mouse as
he goes on all new adventures in these 5-minute tales! Follow
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along with word-for-word narration in this storybook, which is
the perfect fit for bedtime, story time, or anytime!
This collection features ten Batman stories that can each be
read aloud in five minutes. With a sturdy padded cover, this
Batman 5-Minute Stories collection makes anytime the
perfect time to serve up some justice alongside the Caped
Crusader! Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will love this collection of
tales featuring Batman and the other DC super heroes in
action. Each story can be read in five minutes or less, so it's
perfect for bedtime-or anytime!
4 books in 1! In this eBook collection, your favorite Marvel
Super Hero, the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, meets some of his
most important allies, including the Avengers, Doctor Strange
and Nova! Each story is the perfect length for reading aloud
in just around five minutes, making it perfect for bedtime or
anytime.

Super heroes unite! Join the most powerful heores in the
Marvel Universe as they team up to protect the world
from the most dangerous foes imaginable. With special
appearances from some of your favorite Marvel
characters including Captain Marvel, Captain America,
and Guardians of the Galaxy, each action-packed story
is ideal for reading aloud in just five minutes!
Read along with Disney! Get ready for bed with these
enchanting adventures featuring your favorite Disney
and Pixar characters. Have a game night with Anna and
Elsa, watch Minnie's kitten with Mickey and nephews, go
on an adventure with Scamp, and more. Each of these
stories is an ideal length for reading aloud in about five
minutes—perfect for a sleepy storytime!
Marvel Super Heroes are quite busy saving the day from
battling crooks and robbers to evil alien invaders,
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mutants, and super villains! Each of these twelve stories
is the perfect length for reading aloud in about five
minutes, making them perfect for jam-packed days. This
treasury stars all your favorite Marvel Super Heroesincluding Spider-Man and Iron Man-and features a
padded cover, and action packed full-page and spot
illustrations. Now the Super Heroes's adventures are the
way to go before bedtime, on the go, or any moment!
Earth's Mightiest Heroes are quite busy saving the day
from battling crooks and robbers to evil alien invaders
and super villains! Each of these twelve stories is the
perfect length for reading aloud in about five minutes,
making great quick reads. This treasury stars old
favorites (such as Captain America and Iron Man) as
well as new Avengers (Falcon and Vision). With a
padded cover, and action-packed full-page and spot
illustrations, Super Heroes's adventures are the way to
go before bedtime, on the go, or any time of day!
A collection of LEGO(R) DC Comics Super Heroes short
stories that can be read to the youngest super hero fans
in five minutes or less! Eight 5-minute stories featuring
your favorite LEGO(R)DC characters!Join Batman(TM),
Superman(TM), Wonder Woman(TM), and many more in
these eight action-packed stories that can each be read
in five minutes or less. Whether they're fighting crime at
a carnival or rescuing their friends from supervillains in
outer space, there's never a dull moment with these
super heroes!
A storybook starring Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol! Boys
and girls ages 3-7 who love Adenture Bay's favorite pups
will enjoy this collection of tales. Featuring Chase,
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Marshall, Skye, and the rest of the funny, furry team,
each story can be read in five minutes or less, so it's
perfect for bedtime-or anytime! Get on a roll with the
Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol! Chase, Marshall, Rubble,
Skye, and the rest of the puppy heroes are on a mission
to save their friends and protect the community of
Adventure Bay using PAW-some vehicles, tools, and
teamwork. This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio
narration.
In her first novel since The Quick and the Dead (a finalist
for the Pulitzer Prize), the legendary writer takes us into
an uncertain landscape after an environmental
apocalypse, a world in which only the man-made has
value, but some still wish to salvage the authentic. "She
practices ... camouflage, except that instead of adapting
to its environment, Williams’s imagination, by remaining
true to itself, reveals new colorations in the ecology
around her.” —A.O. Scott, The New York Times Book
Review Khristen is a teenager who, her mother believes,
was marked by greatness as a baby when she died for a
moment and then came back to life. After Khristen’s
failing boarding school for gifted teens closes its doors,
and she finds that her mother has disappeared, she
ranges across the dead landscape and washes up at a
“resort” on the shores of a mysterious, putrid lake the
elderly residents there call “Big Girl.” In a rotting
honeycomb of rooms, these old ones plot actions to
punish corporations and people they consider culpable in
the destruction of the final scraps of nature’s beauty.
What will Khristen and Jeffrey, the precocious ten-yearold boy she meets there, learn from this “gabby
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seditious lot, in the worst of health but with kamikaze
hearts, an army of the aged and ill, determined to
refresh, through crackpot violence, a plundered earth”?
Rivetingly strange and beautiful, and delivered with
Williams’s searing, deadpan wit, Harrow is their
intertwined tale of paradise lost and of their
reasons—against all reasonableness—to try and recover
something of it.
"Join the most powerful heroes in the Marvel Universe as
they team up to protect the world from the most
dangerous foes imaginable. With special appearances
from some of your favorite Marvel characters, each
action-packed story is idea for reading aloud in just five
minutes!" -Read along with Disney! Spoil King Triton's Coral Festival
with Ursula, help Merryweather deliver Maleficent's wedding
invitation, take a trip to the zoo with Cruella, and more! Each
story is perfect for bedtime, story time, or any time!
A deluxe collection of empowering original short stories
featuring your favorite Disney Princesses and Frozen Queens
to mark the Ultimate Princess Celebration. The Disney
Princesses and Frozen Queens get an infusion of girl power
with this empowering collection of original stories that
highlight each heroine's own acts of courage and kindness.
Each story is accompanied by original illustrations created by
diverse artists from around the world. • Enjoy the Ultimate
Princess Celebration from your own home with this deluxe
hardcover story collection • Features stories about all 12
Disney Princesses—plus two bonus stories about the Frozen
Queens! • Beautiful original illustrations featuring the Disney
Princesses and Frozen Queens as you've never seen them
before Complete your story book collection with these fanPage 8/12
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favorite, best sellers: • 5 Minute Girl Power Stories • 5 Minute
Princess Stories • Disney Princess Storybook Collection •
Powers of a Girl
With color-mixing acetate windows that children will marvel
over! A clever and inventive novelty format that helps teach
young children about color. Each page features a different
color and theme. Turn the pages to watch the acetate
windows combine to make different colors.
Spider-Man is about to face off against the world's most
fearsome Super Villains! But can Spidey swing into action
and save the day in just five minutes? The answer is YES. In
these sensational stories, the wall-crawler is busy battling
loads of enemiesElectro, the Lizard, Doctor Octopus and
more! Each story takes just five minutes to read aloud.
Marvel's adventures are the way to go before bedtime, on a
busy day or at any moment. Enter the action-packed Marvel
universe!
Join Anakin, Luke, and Yoda for an epic collection of stories
adapted from all seven Star Wars films, including Star Wars:
The Force Awakens! With 12 Star Wars stories that can each
be read in 5 minutes, this padded storybook is the perfect fit
for bedtime, storytime, or anytime.
New York's favorite spider Super Hero is back to battle his
biggest villains yet! Each of these twelve stories is the perfect
length for reading aloud in about five minutes, making great
quick reads. This treasury not only contains old favorites,
such as Peter Parker's origin story, but also new friends like
Miles Morales. With action-packed full-page and spot
illustrations, Spider-Man's 5-minute Stories are perfect before
bedtime, on the go, or any time of day!
Enjoy a short story each night of the week with this adorable
Farm Stories collection. Join all the friends for a fun sports
day, meet the loudest animal on the farm and discover
Sheep's secret. With 7 stories inside, little ones will treasure
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this collection forever.
A collection of tales featuring Batman, Superman, Wonder
Woman, and all of the DC Super Friends. Each story can be
read in five minutes or less.

Discover the Rainbow Kingdom with True and her
Friends!
Twelve of your favorite Peanuts gang adventures are
now available in one dazzling edition! It’s the adventures
of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, and the rest of the Peanuts
gang! Where will Snoopy’s imagination take him today?
Will Charlie Brown ever kick that football? Will Linus ever
let go of his blanket? Find out in this treasury of twelve
favorite Peanuts stories, each of which can be read
aloud in five minutes. This sweet collection is perfect for
busy little Peanuts fans who are always on the go!
Peanuts 5-Minute Stories features: Snoopy Takes Off!
Go Fly a Kite, Charlie Brown! Lose the Blanket, Linus!
It’s Hockey Time, Franklin! Cool Like Snoopy Messy
Like Pigpen Sweet Like Sally Snoopy for President! Kick
the Football, Charlie Brown! A Best Friend for Snoopy A
Best Friend for Woodstock Snoopy and Woodstock’s
Great Adventure © 2017 Peanuts Worldwide LLC
"This collection features Nickelodeon stories that can
each be read aloud in five minutes. Nickelodeon fans
ages 3 to 7 will love this hardcover collection of tales
featuring the characters from PAW Patrol, Blaze and the
Monster Machines, Shimmer and Shine, Nella the
Princess Knight, and Sunny Day. Each story can be read
in five minutes or less, so it's perfect for bedtime--or
anytime!" -Princesses are often royally busy, but they always have
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time to help a lost puppy, invite a new friend to tea, or
even cheer up a little dragon! Each of these twelve
stories is the perfect length for reading aloud in about
five minutes, making them perfect for jam-packed days.
This treasury stars all the Disney princesses—including
Tiana and Rapunzel—and features a padded cover, and
beautiful full-page and spot illustrations. Now the
princesses' adventures are the royal choice before bed,
on the go, or any moment!
Twelve of Daniel Tiger’s most grr-ific adventures are
now available in one dazzling edition! Whether he’s
trying a new food, having fun at his first sleepover, or
playing with his little sister on the playground, Daniel
Tiger loves making friends and going on new
adventures! Would you like to come along? This treasury
includes twelve of Daniel’s most grr-ific stories, each of
which can be read aloud in five minutes. This sweet
collection is perfect for busy little tigers who are always
on the go! Daniel Tiger’s 5 Minute Stories features:
Daniel Goes to School Daniel Visits the Doctor Daniel’s
First Sleepover Daniel’s Winter Adventure Daniel’s New
Friend Daniel Tries a New Food Daniel Goes to the
Playground Daniel’s First Fireworks You Are Special,
Daniel Tiger! Goodnight, Daniel Tiger The Baby Is Here!
Nighttime in the Neighborhood © 2017 The Fred Rogers
Company
Read along with Disney! Become a fire pup with the 101
Dalmatians, go camping with Dug and friends, spend a
day at school with Lilo and Stitch, and more in this brand
new collection featuring your favorite furry Disney and
Pixar friends. Follow along with word-for-word narration,
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as each story is perfect for bedtime, story time, or
anytime!
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